The Enemy Corruption in Kundalini Yoga

HP HoodedCobra wrote on the subject of the enemy corrupting spirituality. Following up on the subject, I wish to address specifically the Hindu topic that was mentioned in detail as this is the popular system.

In Hinduism, as Santata Gamana mentioned in his book, "Kriya Yoga Exposed" the problem with the Hindu Kundalini Yoga is the Gurus. Swamis and such will purposely withhold the actual techniques, and water down and give wrong techniques to the public so that they can be the ones with the actual power, and force people to pay large sums of money for assistance and little to no actual knowledge.

What this has led to over the centuries is that even in the inner circle the actual knowledge is lost in many cases.

The other problem was, as Lahiri Mahasaya the Guru (who was made famous by Yogananda) stated, (((The Jesuits))) literally combed India for centuries with bags of gold, buying up and removing all spiritual knowledge, and corrupted that which they couldn't fully get rid of. The Catholic Church has had bases in India for centuries and still does. The Jesuits were so successful at this that Lahiri stated, by his time in the 19th century, the only way you could get access to spiritual knowledge was either you had a family library with the remaining texts, or you got initiation from someone who did. Match that with the corruption of making everything secret by the Gurus for wealth and control, and what do you think happens?

Something to mention: a major corruption that has occurred in Hinduism is that they have removed the emphasis on the crown chakra and placed it instead on the sixth chakra. The major Kundalini technique that is taught in Hindu Kundalini Yoga, the “So Ham”, is based on breathing prana up the spine from the root to the six chakra, the forehead and back down. This creates and opens the pathways to the sixth, but not to the crown. So your elevator is not going up to the top. The cobra breath is the same. It’s a Kundalini Yoga practice. They take it to the sixth chakra and that's it - sometimes they take it to the heart and that's it which is also dangerous. Note: most of the texts on the Bija mantras and the chakras say they don't place any mantras into the crown - they leave it silent - and claim there is no sound mantra for the crown. This is so prevalent in Hinduism that even the Guru Vasudev [Satguru] stated in his lecture on the chakras and Kundalini yoga that there is no path to the crown, you just have to basically hope the energy goes all the way to the top somehow from the sixth chakra, or else you will never be enlightened..
Yet if one searches into the rarer texts, you will find the “So Ham” is done from the root chakra to the crown chakra. The bija mantra for the crown is Maum. Why is this important? Well, if you get a major power-surge up the spine and your elevator does not go all the way to the top then you're going to have serious mental, emotional and even physical problems. This is why so many people go crazy when they practice Kundalini Yoga in Hinduism. The system has been corrupted.

The crown chakra is called the Guru Chakra, and this is the "God" chakra in Hinduism. The rare and intact information coming from honest Hindu teachers state that you have to create the connection between the crown and root chakra to raise the Serpent, and to do this properly and safely. They place a lot of emphasis here, as opening and activating the Crown opens the whole spine safely to the root which creates the energetic connection to raise the Serpent properly.

The enemy corrupted this to cut people off from the crown, and to ruin them and stop people from raising the Serpent. The Jews mention in their Kabbalah that they have damned people by "Cutting them off from the crown." So the enemy knows what they are doing. Remember, (((The Jesuits))) had the major hand in corrupting the Hindu texts and removing the emphasis on the crown to cut people off and drive them insane and destroy them.

The Kechari mudra, the major technique in Kundalini Yoga, is insanely corrupted to the point of self-mutilation. The Kechari mudra in the original Vedic texts is placing the tongue on the roof of the mouth the same way it’s done in the Chi Gong method of the Microcosmic Orbit - which is a major Kundalini Yoga technique in Hinduism. It’s hidden away in the rarer texts. It’s locking the Mula band along with the Kechari mudra to generate and send energy up the spine to the head and crown.

In Hinduism, the original World Tree, the Visva, has 13 Gods (the chakras). And the ancient Hindu symbols show this. So how did this get taken down to seven which is the number of Saturn and binding? Whose number is seven? The Jews. However, the Jews for themselves in their own Kabbalah show the truth for their own. The phrase in their Torah, "God is One," in Kabbalah Gematria it adds to the number of 13 which in Kabbalah shows God is 13. The Rabbis then list the 13 attributes of "God" and how 13 is the number of God. The 13 Chakras. They removed this from the Gentiles to bind us.
anonymous666 said:
“Recently sadguru vasudev had accusations of being a xtian agent and working for CIA as well especially in his save the rivers campaign. Also he shared stage with Indian freemasonry. He may have been presurised. What are your views on this aspect of him.”

What I do know is there have been accusations against Vasudev over all kinds of nonsense. The establishment in India is run by Marxists and crypto-Kikes who attack any spiritual Hindu leader. Vasudev is also close to another Guru who is popular and demanding political reform in Indian politics. Vasudev is an Indian Nationalist and has political influence I would believe.

Reply from High Priest Lucius Oria:

The So is to raise the power up the Spine; and Haum (Shiva) is specifically for the Crown.
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